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Abstract. We present a comparative study of scattering from healthy
red blood cells �RBCs� and diseased RBCs with deformed shapes.
Scattering problems involving three-dimensional RBCs are formulated
accurately with the electric and magnetic current combined-field in-
tegral equation and solved efficiently by the multilevel fast multipole
algorithm. We compare scattering cross section values obtained for
different RBC shapes and different orientations. In this way, we deter-
mine strict guidelines to distinguish deformed RBCs from healthy
RBCs and to diagnose various diseases using scattering cross section
values. The results may be useful for designing new and improved
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1 Introduction

Scattering from red blood cells �RBCs� has attracted the in-
terest of many researchers in the area of biomedical science
and engineering. Scattering cross section �SCS� values of an
RBC provide essential information on the morphological
properties of the cell. Hence, SCS values can be used to di-
agnose various diseases involving the deformation of RBCs.
Using a diagnosis setup, i.e., a flow cytometer, a liquid stream
including many RBCs from a blood sample can be passed
through a thin tube, and SCS values of each RBC can be
measured via an optical detection system. Then, measurement
values can be compared with reference values to obtain sta-
tistical data on the size and the shape of RBCs in the blood
sample under investigation. The goal of this study is to deter-
mine novel means of distinguishing diseased cells based on
scattering statistics. Parameters of scattering scenarios are not
limited to those of conventional cytometry setups.

Scattering problems involving a single RBC or multiple
RBCs have been investigated extensively by employing vari-
ous numerical methods, such as Mie-series approximations,1–5

Rayleigh-Gans and anomalous diffraction approximations,6–11

T-matrix approaches,12 finite-difference time-domain �FDTD�
methods,13–15 and surface integral equations.16–20 In those
studies, electromagnetic scattering or transmission character-
istics of RBCs are investigated for different material proper-
ties, illumination angles, and frequencies. In addition, depend-
ing on the solution method, RBCs are assumed to be
spherical, ellipsoidal, or biconcave, and their electromagnetic
properties are considered as homogeneous or heterogeneous.
Previous studies mostly focused on the simulation of healthy

RBCs with ordinary shapes, and less attention has been paid
to diseased RBCs with deformed shapes.

In this paper, we present a comparative study of scattering
from healthy and deformed RBCs using surface integral equa-
tions. As depicted in Fig. 1, we consider a healthy �ordinary�
RBC with a biconcave shape in addition to four types of de-
formed cells, namely, a spherocyte, a microcyte, a macrocyte,
and a sickle cell �see Sec. 2 for detailed characteristics of
these four deformed RBCs�. For the five different RBC
shapes, SCS values are calculated and compared. In this way,
we determine strict guidelines to distinguish deformed RBCs
from healthy RBCs and to diagnose various diseases using
SCS values. Since SCS depends on the orientation of the
RBC, we also test all possible illuminations to avoid misin-
terpretations during the detection process.

Our simulation environment is based on the multilevel fast
multipole algorithm21 �MLFMA�, which provides efficient so-
lutions of electromagnetics problems discretized with large
numbers of unknowns. Problems are formulated with the elec-
tric and magnetic current combined-field integral equation22

�JMCFIE� discretized with the Rao-Wilton-Glisson23 �RWG�
functions on planar triangles. JMCFIE provides well-
conditioned matrix equations, which can be solved efficiently
by using iterative algorithms.24 Nevertheless, accurate dis-
cretizations of RBCs at realistic frequencies lead to matrix
equations involving hundreds of thousands of unknowns.
Hence, we employ MLFMA to accelerate the matrix-vector
multiplications �MVMs� required by iterative solvers without
deteriorating the accuracy of results.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides an
overview of possible deformations of RBCs due to various
diseases. Section 3 presents rigorous formulations of scatter-
ing problems involving RBCs, and their discretizations for
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numerical solutions. Efficient solutions of problems using it-
erative solvers, MLFMA, and preconditioners are presented in
Sec. 4. Finally, Sec. 5 presents solutions and numerical re-
sults, followed by our concluding remarks in Sec. 6.

2 Deformation of Red Blood Cells
Due to various diseases, RBCs can be deformed in terms of
size and shape. For example, an RBC is identified25 as a mac-
rocyte if its diameter is larger than 8.5 �m, even though it
may have a biconcave shape like an ordinary RBC. Similarly,
an RBC with a diameter smaller than 7.0 �m is identified as
a microcyte.25 Among various types of shape-deformed
RBCs, sickle cells are identified by their extraordinary thin
and long structures with pointed ends,26 whereas spherocytes
have almost spherical geometries.27

Microcytosis and macrocytosis have clinical significance
because they may indicate other serious underlying diseases.
Microcytosis is observed mainly in disorders in iron metabo-
lism or deficiencies in hemoglobin synthesis,28 whereas mac-
rocytosis is mostly observed in drug use, alcoholism, liver
diseases, myeloma, and leukemia.29 On the other hand, sickle
cells are encountered in sickle-cell anemia or sickle-cell trait,
which are caused by abnormal hemoglobin structures. Due to
their extraordinary shape, sickle cells may not be able to pass
through capillaries, blocking the blood flow.30,31 In the case of
the sickle-cell anemia, 30 to 60% of RBCs may have sickle
shapes, whereas this ratio drops to only 1% for the sickle-cell
trait.26 In general, the number of sickle cells depends on vari-
ous factors, particularly deoxygenation levels.26,30 Finally,
spherocytes are commonly observed in hereditary spherocyto-
sis disease, which further leads to anemia, splenomegaly,
jaundice, and many other clinical symptoms.32

Currently, most automated diagnosis setups rely on mean
corpuscular volume �MCV� to detect the deformation of
RBCs in terms of size. Specifically, high and low MCV values
may indicate the presence of macrocytes and microcytes, re-
spectively. However, MCV measurements are usually insuffi-

cient for a reliable diagnosis, and peripheral blood smears are
required, especially in the early stages of macrocytosis.29 As
opposed to microcytes and macrocytes, sickle cells can be
diagnosed via biochemical and genetic tests, which are avail-
able only in specialized laboratories,25,33 and spherocytes are
usually detected via mean corpuscular hemoglobin concentra-
tion and RBC width measurements.32 Nevertheless, blood
smear tests remain as the gold standard of diagnosing sickle
cells and spherocytes, as for microcytes and macrocytes.

As presented in this paper, ordinary and deformed RBCs,
i.e., microcytes, macrocytes, sickle cells, and spherocytes, can
be distinguished from each other using a complete analysis of
SCS values. Based on our results, we offer a fast and reliable
technique to detect deformed RBCs in a blood sample using
an automated diagnosis setup.

3 Formulation
Consider a homogeneous dielectric object with a three-
dimensional arbitrary shape located in a homogeneous space.
Electromagnetic permittivity and permeability of the object
and the outer medium are ��i ,�i� and ��o ,�o�, respectively.
Applying the equivalence principle,34 equivalent electric and
magnetic currents are defined on the surface of the object S,
i.e.,

J�r� = n̂ � H�r� , �1�

M�r� = − n̂ � E�r� , �2�

where n̂ is the unit normal vector. Using the equivalent cur-
rents, secondary �scattered� electric and magnetic fields can
be calculated as

Eo,i
s �r� = � �o,iTo,i�J��r� � Ko,i

PV�M��r�

+ ��i,o/4��n̂ � M�r� , �3�

3.85 µm

V = 80.90 µm3

2.68 µm

V = 80.90 µm3

(a) (b)

3.62 µm

V = 67.42 µm3

4.24 µm

V = 107.87 µm3

(c) (d)

10.43 µm

V = 80.90 µm3

(e)

Fig. 1 Healthy and deformed RBCs: �a� a healthy �ordinary� RBC with a biconcave shape; �b� a spherocyte having exactly the same volume as the
ordinary RBC; �c� a microcyte, which is smaller than an ordinary RBC, with a biconcave shape; �d� a macrocyte, which is larger than an ordinary
RBC, with a biconcave shape; and �e� a sickle cell having exactly the same volume as an ordinary RBC.
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Ho,i
s �r� = �

1

�o,i
To,i�M,r� � Ko,i

PV�J,r�

− ��i,o/4��n̂ � J�r� , �4�

when the observation point r is outside �o� or inside �i� the
object. In Eqs. �3� and �4�, �u= ��u /�u�1/2 for u= i ,o repre-
sents the wave impedance, 0	�o	4� is the external solid
angle, and �i=4�−�o is the internal solid angle. Integrodif-
ferential operators are derived as

Tu�X,r� = iku�
S

dr�X�r��gu�r,r��

+
i

ku
�

S

dr���X�r�� � gu�r,r�� , �5�

Ku
PV�X,r� =�

PV,S

dr�X�r�� � ��gu�r,r�� , �6�

where PV indicates the principal value of the integral, ku
=
��u�u�1/2 is the wave number, and gu�r ,r�� denotes the
homogeneous-space Green’s function defined as

gu�r,r�� =
exp�ikuR�

4�R
�R = �r − r��� , �7�

in phasor notation with the exp�−i
t� convention.

3.1 JMCFIE
Boundary conditions on the surface of the object can be writ-
ten as

� n̂�

− n̂ � n̂�
��Einc + Eo

s��r� = � n̂�

− n̂ � n̂�
�Ei

s�r� , �8�

and

� n̂�

− n̂ � n̂�
��Hinc + Ho

s��r� = � n̂�

− n̂ � n̂�
�Hi

s�r� , �9�

where Einc�r� and Hinc�r� are incident electric and magnetic
fields produced by external sources. Using Eqs. �3� and �4�,
and combining boundary conditions appropriately, JMCFIE is
derived as

�Z11 Z12

Z21 Z22
� · � J

M
��r� = �f1

f2
��r� , �10�

where

Z11�X,r� = − X�r� + n̂ � �Ko
PV − Ki

PV��X,r�

− n̂ � n̂ � �To + Ti��X,r� , �11�

Z12�X,r� = n̂ � n̂ � ��o
−1Ko

PV + �i
−1Ki

PV��X,r�

− �4��−1��o
−1�o − �i

−1�i�n̂ � X�r�

+ n̂ � ��o
−1To − �i

−1Ti��X,r� , �12�

Z21�X,r� = − n̂ � n̂ � ��oKo
PV + �iKi

PV��X,r�

+ �4��−1��o�o − �i�i�n̂ � X�r�

− n̂ � ��oTo − �iTi��X,r� , �13�

Z22�X,r� = Z11�X,r� , �14�

and

f1�r� = �o
−1n̂ � n̂ � Einc�r� − n̂ � Hinc�r� , �15�

f2�r� = �on̂ � n̂ � Hinc�r� + n̂ � Einc�r� . �16�

Among infinitely many surface formulations of dielectric ob-
jects, JMCFIE is a preferable formulation in terms of effi-
ciency and accuracy.22,24 Specifically, solutions of JMCFIE
usually require fewer iterations than solutions of other formu-
lations, particularly when the number of unknowns is large.24

In addition, JMCFIE provides more accurate solutions than
other efficient formulations, such as the Müller formulation.24

3.2 Discretization
For numerical solutions of JMCFIE, equivalent currents are
expanded in a series of basis functions bn�r�, i.e.,

	J�r�,M�r�
 = �
n=1

N

	aJ�n�,aM�n�
bn�r� . �17�

By testing JMCFIE using a set of functions tm�r�, we con-
struct 2N�2N dense matrix equations in the form of

�Z̄11 Z̄12

Z̄21 Z̄22

� · � aJ

aM
� = �v1

v2
� , �18�

where

v1	m
 =�
Sm

drtm�r� · f1�r�

= −�
Sm

drtm�r� · ��o
−1Einc + n̂ � Hinc��r� , �19�

and

v2	m
 =�
Sm

drtm�r� · f2�r�

=�
Sm

drtm�r� · �n̂ � Einc − �oHinc��r� , �20�

The matrix elements in Eq. �18� are derived as

Z̄11 = − Ī + K̄o
PV,�n − K̄i

PV,�n + T̄o + T̄i, �21�

Z̄12 = − �o
−1K̄o

PV − �i
−1K̄i

PV − 0.5��o
−1 − �i

−1�Ī�n + �o
−1T̄o

�n

− �i
−1T̄i

�n, �22�
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Z̄21 = − �oK̄o
PV + �iK̄i

PV + 0.5��o − �i�Ī�n

− �oT̄o
�n + �iT̄i

�n, �23�

Z̄22 = Z̄11, �24�

where

T̄u	m,n
 =�
Sm

drtm�r� · Tu�bn,r� , �25�

T̄u
�n	m,n
 =�

Sm

drtm�r� · n̂ � Tu�bn,r� , �26�

K̄u
PV	m,n
 =�

Sm

drtm�r� · Ku
PV�bn,r� , �27�

K̄u
PV,�n	m,n
 =�

Sm

drtm�r� · n̂ � Ku
PV�bn,r� , �28�

Ī	m,n
 =�
Sm

drtm�r� · bn�r� , �29�

Ī�n	m,n
 =�
Sm

drtm�r� · n̂ � bn�r� . �30�

In Eqs. �19�, �20�, and �25�–�30�, Sm represents the spatial
support of the mth testing function. Using a Galerkin scheme,
i.e., using the same set of RWG functions as basis and testing
functions, T, K, and identity operators are well tested in Eqs.
�25�, �28�, and �29�, respectively.

4 Iterative Solutions via MLFMA
Matrix equations obtained from JMCFIE can be solved itera-
tively by employing a Krylov subspace algorithm. Among
various methods available in the literature, we prefer the
biconjugate-gradient-stabilized �BiCGStab� algorithm,35

which is known to provide rapid solutions for second-kind
integral equations, such as JMCFIE. In each iteration, BiCG-
Stab requires two MVMs, i.e.,

�y1

y2
� = �Z̄11 Z̄12

Z̄21 Z̄22

� · �x1

x2
� . �31�

For efficient solutions of scattering problems involving RBCs,
we employ MLFMA to perform MVMs in O�N log N� time
using O�N log N� memory.

4.1 MLFMA for Dielectric Objects

Considering Eq. �31�, we perform four MVMs with the four
partitions of the 2N�2N matrix. MVMs are decomposed as

Z̄ab · xb = Z̄ab
NF · xb + Z̄ab

FF · xb, �32�

for a=1,2 and b=1,2, where near-field interactions denoted

by Z̄ab
NF are calculated directly and stored in memory to per-

form partial multiplications Z̄ab
NF·xb. On the other hand, mul-

tiplications involving far-field interactions, i.e., Z̄ab
FF·xb, are

performed efficiently using MLFMA. Those multiplications
are further decomposed into two parts as

Z̄ab
FF · xb = Z̄ab,o

FF · xb + Z̄ab,i
FF · xb, �33�

since MLFMA is applied separately for inner and outer media.
To calculate far-field interactions, a multilevel tree struc-

ture with L=O�log N� levels is constructed by placing the
object in a cubic box and recursively dividing the computa-
tional domain into subdomains �clusters�. In this way, interac-
tions of basis and testing functions that are far from each
other can be calculated efficiently using the factorization and
the diagonalization of the Green’s function. Each MVM in the

form of Z̄ab,u
FF ·xb can be performed in three stages, called ag-

gregation, translation, and disaggregation.

4.1.1 Aggregation
In this stage, radiated fields of clusters are calculated from the
bottom of the tree structure to the highest level �l=L�. At the
lowest level, radiation patterns of basis functions are multi-
plied with coefficients provided by the iterative solver and
combined to obtain radiated fields of clusters, i.e.,

�Sab,u
C,�

Sab,u
C,� � = �

n�C

xb	n
�Sab,u
n,�

Sab,u
n,� � , �34�

where Sab,u
C,� and Sab,u

C,� are arrays of Ku
1 elements containing �

and � components of the radiated field of a cluster C. Simi-
larly, Sab,u

n,� and Sab,u
n,� in Eq. �34� are arrays of Ku

1 elements
containing � and � components of the radiation pattern of the
nth basis function. We note that radiation patterns of basis
functions �hence radiated fields of clusters� depend on the
matrix partition �a and b�, as well as the medium �u=o or u
= i�. The number of samples Ku

1, which also depends on the
medium, is determined by the excess bandwidth formula.36

Radiated fields of clusters in the higher levels of the tree
structure are obtained by combining radiated fields of their
subclusters. For a cluster C at level l1,

�Sab,u
C,�

Sab,u
C,� � = �

C��C

�̄u
C�→C · �̄u

�l−1�→l ·�Sab,u
C�,�

Sab,u
C�,�� , �35�

where �̄u
C�→C is a Ku

l �Ku
l diagonal matrix containing expo-

nential shifts between cluster centers and �̄u
�l−1�→l is a Ku

l

�Ku
�l−1� sparse interpolation matrix to increase the sampling

rate from level �l−1� to l.

4.1.2 Translation and disaggregation
During the translation and disaggregation stages, incoming
fields at cluster centers are calculated from the top of the tree
structure to the lowest level. At the highest level, the total
incoming field for a cluster is obtained by combining the in-
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coming fields due to translations. At lower levels, however,
the incoming field to the center of a cluster involves a contri-
bution from the incoming field to the center of its parent clus-
ter. In general, the total incoming field for a cluster C at level
l is obtained as

�Gab,u
C,�

Gab,u
C,� � = 	�̄u

l→�l+1�
† · �̄u
P�C�→C · �Gab,u

P�C�,�

Gab,u
P�C�,��

+ �
C��F�C�

W̄u · �̄u
C�→C ·�Sab,u

C�,�

Sab,u
C�,�� , �36�

where P�C� represents the parent cluster �if it exists�, and
F�C� represents the clusters that are far from C. The first term
on the right-hand side of Eq. �36� accounts for a possible

contribution from the parent cluster, where 	�̄u
�l�→�l+1�
† is a

Ku
l �Ku

�l+1� sparse interpolation matrix. The second term rep-

resents translations from far-field clusters, where �̄u
C�→C is a

diagonal translation matrix, and W̄u is a diagonal matrix in-
volving integration weights.

Finally, at the lowest level, incoming fields are received by
testing functions as

�
n=1

N

Z̄ab,u
FF 	m,n
xb	n
 = � ik

4�
2

�Fab,u
m,� · Gab,u

C,� + Fab,u
m,� · Gab,u

C,� � ,

�37�

for m�C, where Fab,u
m,� and Fab,u

m,� are arrays of Ku
1 elements

containing � and � components of the receiving pattern of the
mth testing function.

4.2 Preconditioning
MVMs required by iterative solvers can be performed effi-
ciently by using MLFMA. For an efficient solution, however,
the number of iterations should be small, in addition to using
fast MVMs. Although JMCFIE provides well-conditioned
matrix equations that are easy to solve iteratively, we employ
a four-partition block-diagonal preconditioner �4PBDP�,
which reduces the iteration counts significantly.24 Extracting
the self-interactions of the lowest level clusters, the matrix
equation in Eq. �18� can be preconditioned as

�B̄11 B̄12

B̄21 B̄22

�−1

· �Z̄11 Z̄12

Z̄21 Z̄22

� · � aJ

aM
�

= �B̄11 B̄12

B̄21 B̄22

�−1

· �v1

v2
� , �38�

where Bab� Z̄ab are block-diagonal matrices. The complexity
of 4PBDP is O�N�.

5 Solutions and Results
In this section, we present the solution of scattering problems
involving ordinary and deformed RBCs, and we discuss the
diagnosis of various diseases using the SCS data. Accuracy of

the numerical results presented here and obtained with JM-
CFIE, MLFMA, BiCGStab, and 4PBDP is demonstrated in
our earlier work.24,37,38

5.1 Modeling of Red Blood Cells
We consider five different RBCs as illustrated in Fig. 1 and
listed in Table 1. An ordinary RBC depicted in Fig. 1�a� is
modeled by a rotationally symmetric biconcave surface de-
fined as15

r��,�� = a sinq��� + b , �39�

where q=5, a=3.3 �m, and b=0.55 �m. With these param-
eters, the size and the volume of the ordinary RBC are
7.70 �m and 80.90 �m3, respectively. The spherocyte, which
is modeled as a dielectric sphere with a 5.36-�m diameter, as
depicted in Fig. 1�b�, has exactly the same volume as an or-
dinary RBC. The microcyte and the macrocyte in Figs. 1�c�
and 1�d� also have biconcave shapes, as defined in Eq. �39�,
but their volumes correspond to 5 /6 and 4 /3 of the volume of
an ordinary RBC. Finally, the sickle cell depicted in Fig. 1�e�
also has a rotationally symmetric shape as the others do, but it
is elongated in one dimension. The size of the sickle cell is
20.9 �m, whereas its volume is the same as the volume of an
ordinary RBC, i.e., 80.90 �m3.

5.2 Solutions
RBCs in Fig. 1 are illuminated by a plane wave propagating
in the −z direction with the electric field polarized in
the x direction having a unit amplitude. Since the orientation
of an RBC can be arbitrary in the flow cytometry, we
investigate 13 different cases for each RBC, except for the
spherocyte because it has a fully symmetric geometry.
As an example, the default orientation ��o=0 deg, �o
=0 deg� of an ordinary RBC is depicted in Fig. 2. We
perform rotations around the x axis �by an amount of �o�
and the z axis �by an amount of �o�, respectively. Specifically,
we consider �o= �30 deg,60 deg,90 deg� and �o
= �0 deg,30 deg,60 deg,90 deg�, in addition to the default
case in Fig. 2.

Relative permittivities of RBCs and the host medium are
selected as 1.40 and 1.33, respectively. Numerical simulations
are performed at 474 THz, corresponding to the output fre-
quency of a typical helium-neon laser. The size of each RBC

Table 1 Ordinary and deformed RBCs.

RBC Volume ��m3�

Maximum Size
Number

of Unknowns��m� �deg�

Ordinary cell 80.90 7.70 14.1 213,090

Spherocyte 80.90 5.36 9.79 —

Microcyte 67.42 7.24 13.2 188,472

Macrocyte 107.9 8.48 15.5 259,086

Sickle cell 80.90 20.9 38.1 246,828
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in terms of the wavelength inside the host medium ��o� are
listed in Table 1. Due to their relatively large sizes, accurate
discretizations of RBCs using �o /10 triangles lead to matrix
equations involving 180,000 to 260,000 unknowns, as also
listed in Table 1. Except for the spherocyte, scattering prob-
lems are formulated with JMCFIE and solved iteratively using
the BiCGStab algorithm accelerated via MLFMA and 4PBDP,
as detailed in Secs. 3 and 4. Scattering from the spherocyte is
solved exactly by using a Mie-series algorithm. Solutions
with MLFMA require only 15 to 20 iterations, and each solu-
tion is performed in 3.0 to 4.5 h on a 3.6-GHz Intel Xeon
processor using 1.5 Gbyte of memory.

5.3 Results
Figure 3 presents the solution of scattering problems involv-
ing the RBCs depicted in Fig. 1. SCS values in forward-
scattering ��=180 deg� and back-scattering ��=0 deg� direc-
tions are plotted in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, respectively. SCS in a
bistatic direction �� ,�� is defined as

SCS��,�� = lim
r→�

�4�r2 �Eo
s�r,�,���2

�Einc�r,�,���2� . �40�

Since SCS depends on the orientation of the target, multiple
values are obtained for each cell, except for the spherocyte.
We observe that, depending on the cell type, SCS values
change significantly. Considering the results for the ordinary
RBC, we determine “safe” regions indicated by horizontal
lines in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�. For example, an SCS value higher
than 44 dB�m2 or lower than 43 dB�m2 in the forward-
scattering direction indicates a detection of an abnormal RBC,
possibly* a macrocyte �if greater than 44 dB�m2� or a mi-
crocyte �if smaller than 43 dB�m2�. The decibel scale for
SCS is defined as 	SCS�� ,��
dB=10 log SCS�� ,��. We note
that, although less likely, a sickle cell may also present a low
SCS value in the forward-scattering direction. As depicted in
Fig. 3�b�, an SCS value smaller than −24 dB�m2 in the back-
scattering direction indicates a detection of a macrocyte, a
microcyte, or a sickle cell.

SCS values in forward-scattering and back-scattering di-
rections do not provide complete information for diagnosing
diseases. For example, using the data in Figs. 3�a� and 3�b�, a
spherocyte cannot be distinguished from an ordinary �healthy�
cell. The required data can be obtained by considering SCS
values in a set of side-scattering directions. We sample SCS

*Since SCS has the dimension of area, its unit is square meters. We prefer
square micrometers since a single cell has low SCS values. Furthermore, we use
decibels square micrometers to improve the visibility of the results on a loga-
rithmic scale.
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Fig. 2 Default orientation ��o=0 deg, �o=0 deg� of an ordinary RBC.
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Fig. 3 Solutions of scattering problems involving an ordinary RBC
�ORD� and four different types of deformed RBCs, i.e., a spherocyte
�SPH�, a macrocyte �MAC�, a microcyte �MIC�, and a sickle cell �SIC�:
�a� SCS in the forward-scattering direction, �b� SCS in the back-
scattering direction, and �c� average SCS in the side-scattering direc-
tion are plotted in decibels square micrometer for different orienta-
tions of RBCs.
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on the x-y plane as a function of bistatic scattering angle �
from 0 to 360 deg with 1-deg intervals. Then, the average
SCS value in the side-scattering direction is computed as

SCSavg,side =� 1

360�
n=1

360

	�SCS�� = 90 deg,�n��2
�1/2

,

�41�

where �n= �n−1� deg for n=1,2 , . . . ,360. In the preceding,
�=90 deg refers to the azimuth plane, i.e., the x-y plane, on
which all SCS values in the bistatic �n directions are aver-
aged. As depicted in Fig. 3�c�, an average SCS value higher
than −15 dB�m2 or lower than −24 dB�m2 in the side-
scattering direction indicates a detection of an abnormal RBC,
such as a macrocyte, a spherocyte, or a sickle cell.

Finally, using all SCS results in Fig. 3, we determine strict
guidelines to detect deformed RBCs in a diagnosis setup. Fig-
ure 4 presents a decision chart based on SCS values obtained
in forward-scattering, back-scattering, and side-scattering di-
rections. We assume that a sufficient number of RBCs are
passed through the setup. The diagnosis of each disease can
be described as follows:

1. Macrocytosis: Detection of SCS values higher than
44 dB�m2 in the forward-scattering direction is a major in-
dicator for macrocytosis. SCS values lower than −25 dB�m2

in the back-scattering direction and average SCS values
higher than −15 dB�m2 in the side-scattering direction in-
crease the reliability of the diagnosis.

2. Microcytosis: Detection of low SCS values in all direc-
tions indicates microcytosis. Specifically, detection of SCS
values lower than 43 dB�m2 in the forward-scattering direc-
tion, SCS values lower than −25 dB�m2 in the back-
scattering direction, and average SCS values lower than
−24 dB�m2 in the side-scattering direction indicate microcy-
tosis.

3. Spherocytosis: Spherocytosis can be diagnosed by the
detection of average SCS values lower than −24 dB�m2 in
the side-scattering direction, without any abnormal SCS val-
ues in the forward-scattering and back-scattering directions.

4. Sickle-Cell Anemia: Similar to microcytosis, sickle-cell
anemia can be diagnosed by the detection of low SCS values
in all directions. On the other hand, sickle-cell anemia also
leads to average SCS values higher than −15 dB�m2 in the

side-scattering direction; this can be used to distinguish
sickle-cell anemia from microcytosis.

6 Conclusion
We presented a comparative study of scattering from healthy
and diseased RBCs with deformed shapes. By using a sophis-
ticated simulation environment based on JMCFIE and
MLFMA, scattering problems involving different RBCs with
different orientations are solved both accurately and effi-
ciently. By investigating SCS values in forward-scattering,
back-scattering, and side-scattering directions, not necessarily
limited to conventional cytometer setups, we were able to
determine strict guidelines to distinguish deformed RBCs
from healthy RBCs and to diagnose related diseases.
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